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 Join Scubashooters Contest !

Scubashooters is an underwater photography community where you can find information, awesome photos and all about your passion...let's dive!
 52,343 photos online!
722 videos online!
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	Scubashooters is a nice underwater photography community: we share our work, exchange views, take part in contests, but above all we follow our passion: make wonderful underwater photos and share them with other users, so...join us, we bring the sea into your computer! You can comment and vote all the photos you like and in this way you help the photographer to get into the featured section!

	In the website you can also find other interesting section like News, Magazine, Recommended Partners, Contest and Forum. In the "News", "Magazine" and "Forum" section we share with our users some interesting informations about underwater photography like technical tips and tricks, the best diving sites, camera reviews and much more! We are also happy to recommend some of our partners specialized in manufacturers, schools, diving and resorts, you can find them in the "Recommended Partners" section.

	Last but not least the "Contest" section...accept the challenge and take part in our competition!
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